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Abstract. Fast algorithms are presented which find the minimal nontrivial congruences, ubalge- 
bras, and ideals of a finite algebra, given by tables of its operations. Our method involves finding 
objects which are minimal among all nontrivial objects, i.e., objects distinct from the least one. 
The running times of the presented algorithms are O(n r+l), in case of congruences, and O(n r), 
in case of subalgebras and ideals, where n is the number of elements of the algebra and r is the 
maximal arity of its operations. 
For the minimal nontrivial congruences in groups and tings, better algorithms are presented 
working in O(n 2) time. 
The algorithm for minimal nontrivial congruences is used for a test whether a given algebra is 
simple, or subdirectly irreducible. This algorithm is both a generalization and an improvement 
of that for sequential automata, published by the present authors (1981). 
1. Introduction 
A finite algebra is a pair 92 = (A, F) ,  where A is a finite set and F a finite set of 
finitary operations on A, i.e., a set of mappings f :  A r~ A; we assume that at least 
one operation is not nullary. The natural number is called the arity of the operation 
f and is denoted by ar(f). Note that A ° is a singleton set and, hence, a nullary 
operation can be viewed as a choice of an element of A. 
Given a finite set X, consider a family °X of its subsets closed under intersections 
(including the intersection of the empty family of subsets of X, which is all of X).  
The pair (X, ~)  is usually called a closure system since we can assign to each subset 
Z of X its closure 
2--A {veg';z___ v}. 
The system of all subalgebras (or all congruences or all ideals, respectively) of an 
algebra is an example of a closure system. Minimal elements (under inclusion) of 
* Part of the results of this paper were presented on the FCT'79 Conference in Berlin (see [5]). 
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distinct from the least element (") ~ are called the minimal nontrivial objects of 
the closure system (or just minimal objects). The three algorithms presented below 
find minimal nontrivial objects in the three closure systems mentioned above. 
Let (X, ~) be a finite closure system. Define a directed graph G(~) as follows: 
its vertex set is V= X -[") ~, and, given x, ye V, an edge leads from x to y iff each 
Z e ~ containing x also contains y. 
The trap of a directed graph G is the union of all strongly connected components 
of G from which no edge goes outside of the component. (We consider acomponent 
to be a subset of the vertex set rather than a subgraph.) 
Lemma 1.1. Let ( X, ~) be a finite closure system. Then a subset S c X is a minimal 
object of  (X, ~) iff (-] ~ c_ S and S - A ~ is a component of the trap of the graph Cr( ~). 
The proof is straightforward. 
The problem of finding minimal objects of a finite closure system (X, ~) is now 
reduced to the problem of finding components of the trap of the graph G(~). We 
solve the latter by using a modified Tarjan's algorithm for finding strongly connected 
components [9]. The modified algorithm works, as well as the original one, in 
O(v+e)  time, where v is the number of vertices and e the number of edges. The 
modification itself (called TRAP) is discussed in Section 2. 
The graph G(~) is transitive, and, thus, it contains a lot of edges having no 
influence on the components of the trap. In fact, two graphs with the same transitive 
closure have the same components ofthe trap. Therefore, the graph is not constructed 
explicitly, the edges of the graph are computed by a special procedure (called EDGE) 
according to the requirements of the algorithm TRAP. 
This Procedure EDGE returns, for a given vertex v (which is an input parameter), 
either an endpoint of an edge which starts in v, or zero, which means that the 
endpoints of all edges starting in v have already been returned; we suppose that 
all vertices are distinct from zero. 
Since a computation of some edges is relatively time-consuming, a generation of 
such edges can be postponed and easier edges starting in the same vertex can be 
generated first. Also, some difficult edges may be suppressed if it is clear that they 
have no influence on the trap. To accomplish this, it is necessary for Procedure 
EDGE to recognize the situation in which a suppressing of an edge could cause a 
mistake (by forming an incorrect component). For this, Procedure EDGE must have 
access to the data stru.ctures used by Algorithm TRAP. 
The algorithms for finding minimal subalgebras, ideals, and congruences, consist 
of Algorithm TRAP together with a proper edge-generating procedure. We shall call 
them EDGES, EDGEI, and EDGEC, respectively. These procedures deal with data 
structures representing the given algebra. They are described in Sections 3, 4, and 
5, respectively. 
The proofs of the correctness of the presented algorithms will be based on the 
following lemma. 
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Lemma 1.2. Let G1 = ( V, El), G2 = ( V, E2) be two graphs with the same vertex set V 
and with El ~_ E2. The graphs G~, G2 have the same trap components iff there is no 
edge of G2 going outside from a component of the trap GI. 
In place of (32, we shall use the graph G(~), while E l will consist of edges 
actually used in the algorithm. 
2. Algorithm TRAP 
In this section we shall describe the algorithm TRAP for finding the trap of a 
graph. The graph is supposed to be represented by Procedure EDGE which generates 
the endpoints of edges. The algorithm is a modification of Tarjan's algorithm for 
finding strongly connected components of a graph [9]. 
The main reasons for the modification are: 
(1) to exclude the output of non-trap strongly connected components, and 
(2) to prevent the investigation of edges with startpoints which cannot belong to 
the trap (and which have no effect on the trap). 
We present below the modified algorithm. The work of Algorithm TRAP differs 
from that of the original algorithm whenever either a component of the trap is found 
or a path into a previously formed component of the trap is discovered. In such a 
situation, the depth-first-search is interrupted and the variable FLAG is set to true. 
This causes a series of immediate returns from the recursive Procedure FIND. 
Moreover, after the interruption all previously investigated vertices which are not 
in the trap are considered as definitely non-trap vertices. 
The remaining modifications are straightforward. Procedure EDGE makes 
Algorithm TRAP independent of the closure system under consideration. The variable 
BOTTOM and the array VERTEX are not used in Algorithm TRAP itself, they are only 
used by Procedures EDGES, EDGEC, and EDGEI. BOTTOM contains a DFS-number 
of the bottom element of STACK (DFS-numbers are assigned to vertices during the 
depth-first-search). The array VERTEX assigns to each DFS-number a vertex with 
this DFS-number. 
Procedure TRAP; 
procedure FIND(V) ; begin 
COUNT := COUNT + 1 ; 
DFSNUM(D) := COUNT; LOWLINK(V) := COUNT; 
VERTEX(COUNT) := V ; 
delete v from NEW; 
push v on STACK; 
repeat begin 
TI: y "= EDGE(/)); 
if y e OLD then begin FLAG := true; return end 
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else if  y ~ NEW then begin 
FIND(y) ; 
if FLAG = true then return; 
LOWLINK(/)) := min{LoWLINK(V), LOWLINK(y)} 
end 
else if y ~ V -  (OLD • NEW) then 
LOWLINK(V) := min{LoWLINK(V), LOWLINK(y)} 
else if y = 0 and LOWLINK(V) = DFSNUM(V) then begin 
repeat begin 
pop z from STACK; 
write z; 
insert z into OLD 
end 
until z = v ; 
write "end of component";  
FLAG := true; 
end 
end 
until y = 0 
end; 
begin 
Initialize NEW: = V; OLD := 0, COUNT := 0; 
while NEW ~ 0 do begin 
take arbitrary v e NEW; 
STACK := 0 ; 
FLAG := false; BOXa'OM := COUNT+ 1 ; 
T2: FIND(V); 
while STACK is nonempty do begin 
pop z from STACK; 
insert z into OLD 
end 
end 
end. 
Lemma 2.1. Algorithm TRAP constructs the trap of a graph represented by Procedure 
EDGE in O( E ) time, where E is the total time spent by Procedure EDGE. 
We omit the proof here since it is essentially the same as for Tarjan's algorithm. 
Notice that each call of EDGE cOStS at least one time unit and so E i> e + v, where 
v is the number of vertices and e the number of edges generated by Procedure EDGE. 
Lemlna 2.2. I f  DFSNUM(V) = LOWLINK(V) and the statement T1 is just executed (i.e., 
EDGE(V) iS just called), then in the graph formed by all vertices from V and by all 
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edges o far generated by Procedure EDGE the following holds: 
(1) The set C - -{x lxe  STACK and DFSNUM(X) ~> DFSNUM(O)} is a component of 
the trap. 
(2) There is a path to C from any vertex ~ STACK. 
The proof can implicitly be found in the proof of the correctness of Tarjan's 
algorithm. 
Let us call the above set C the actual component and v the border vertex of C. 
3. Subalgebras 
Subalgebras of an algebra form a closure system 6e with the least element B = ~ :T. 
If  the algebra has no nullary operation, then B = ~), and otherwise B is the algebra 
generated by all nullary operations. 
Following the ideas outlined in Section 1, we shall construct the trap of the graph 
G(~) .  The vertex set of the graph is A -B .  
To construct he vertex set, it suffices to find the subalgebra B = (-) 5e generated 
by all nullary operations, which can easily be done in O(~f~ F card(B) at(f)) time. 
Recall that there is an edge from x to y in the graph G(Ae) iff each subalgebra 
containing x also contains y. 
We shall describe a procedure EDGES and prove that the Algorithm TRAP together 
with this procedure constructs all sets S -  B for all minimal subalgebras S _c A. 
We distinguish two types of edges (the edges of the first type are easier to generate): 
Type 1. An edge from x to y is of Type 1 if y =f (a )  where f is an operation of 
arity p and a is an p-tuple from (B w {x}) p -  B p. 
Type 2. All the remaining edges are of Type 2. 
It is clear that the edges of Type 2 can play a significant role only in algebras 
with at least binary operations. 
Before a detailed description of Procedure EDGES, let us outline the main ideas. 
For a given vertex x, an attempt is made to generate an edge of Type 1 starting in 
x. If  all edges of Type 1 from x have already been examined, and if in addition x 
is a border vertex, an attempt is made to generate an edge of Type 2. For this, the 
actual component C is considered and all operations f~  F are examined for all 
tuples a ~ (C u B) ar(f) such that a contains at least two distinct elements of C. If 
all operations f and all such tuples have already been examined, then Procedure 
EDGES returns zero. (We shall prove that in this ease, C u B is a subalgebra.) 
Otherwise, an element f (a )  is returned as an endpoint of an edge of Type 2. Notice 
that if f (a )  ~ C u B, then the actual component will be changed. 
However, the former actual component which was partially examined for edges 
of Type 2, can become a part of the new, larger actual component. In this case we 
should prevent repeated examination of tuples which have already been examined. 
For this sake, we use an array R in the following way: 
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Initially, R(x) = 0 for all vertices x. After the examination of all edges of Type 1 
starting in x, R(x) is increased to DFSNUM(X). Thereafter, R(x) is the maximal 
DFS-number such that the set 
l(x) = {y ~ V[ DFSNUM(X)  ~< DFSNUM(y) ~ R(x)} 
has the following property: 
for a l l fe  F and all tuples a from (B w I(x)) ar~f~, the value f (a )  has already been 
examined. 
Let us call the set I(x) an interval (with respect o the ordering by DFS-numbers) 
determined by the vertex x. 
To simplify the description of Procedure EDGES, we introduce two other pro- 
cedures, NEXTVAL1 and NEXTVAL2. Both serve to systematize the examination of 
the values of operations. They are simple but rather technical, and hence we shall 
not describe them in detail. 
Procedure NEXTVAL1 produces edges of Type 1. It has one input parameter v, 
the startpoint of an edge. It returns either an endpoint of an edge of Type 1 with 
the given startpoint v or zero, which means that all endpoints of edges of Type 1 
with the given startpoint have been produced. The procedure must remember, for 
each input parameter v e V, the last operation f and the last tuple a of arguments 
for which the value f (a )  has been examined. 
Procedure NEXTVAL2 produces edges of Type 2. It has two input parameters, 
vertices v and w, the first of which is the startpoint of the edge. The procedure 
returns a value f (a)  for an ar(f) -tuple a which fulfills the following: 
O~ = (X l , . . .  , Xar(f ) )  , where fe  F, 
x ieBwI (v )w I (w)  fo ra l l i= l , . . . ,a r ( f ) ,  (*) 
xj ~ I(v) for at least one j, 
Xk e I(W) for at least one k: 
Procedure NEX'rVAL2 remembers, for each pair of input parameters v and w, the 
last operat ionf  and the last ar(f) -tuple a of arguments for wh ich f (a )  was examined. 
In the next call, it will examine the next f and a fulfilling (*). In case that for the 
given parameters v and w all operations and arguments fulfilling (,) have been 
examined, procedure NEXTVAL2 returns zero. 
Both procedures NEXTVALI and NEXTVAL2 can be implemented in such a way 
that each call costs a constant ime and each operation f and each ar(f) -tuple is 
examined at most once. 
Procedure EDGES(V); begin 
if R(v) = 0 then begin 
y :---- NEXTVALI (V), 
if y ~ 0 then return y;  
R(v) :=  DFSNUM(V) ; 
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Sl: 
$2: 
$3: 
$4: 
if DFSNUM(/)) > LOWLINK(/)) then return 0 
end; 
while 0 < R(v) < COUNT do begin 
y := NEXTVAL2(I), VERTEX(1 q-R(v))); 
if y ~ 0 then return y; 
R(t)) := R(VERTEX(1 + R(v) ) )  ; 
if DFSNUM(tQ > LOWLINK(/~) then return 0 
end; 
return 0 
end; 
Theorem 3.1. Algorithm TRAP together with Procedure EDGES constructs all sets T ~ A 
such that TuB is an underlying set of a minimal subalgebra of 9~ in 
O(~f~F card(A) ar~f)) time. 
Proof. The proof of correctness i based on the following observation: If Procedure 
EDOES produces zero for the input parameter v, then all ar(f) -tuples of points of 
B wI(v) have been investigated for all f~F.  If, moreover, Dr:SNUM(V)= 
LOWLINK(V), then R(v)= COUNT. In this case, I(v) is an actual component and 
B u I(v) is a subalgebra. 
Since every edge generated by Procedure EDGES is an edge of G(Se), the correct- 
ness follows from Lemma 1.2. 
Now we prove the time bound. Procedures NEXTVALt and NEXTVAL2 examine 
disjoint sets of ar( f) - tuples a. It is clear that NEXTVAL1 cannot examine the same 
ar(f) - tuple twice. We shall prove that the same is true for NEXrVAL2. 
Procedure NEXXVAL2 examines two neighbour intervals l(v) and l(w), where 
w = VERTEX(R(v)+ 1). The sequence of calls of NEXTVAL2 for the same arguments 
(and the same intervals) can be interrupted in one of the following three ways: 
(1) By returning y = 0; in this case the examination of l(v) and I(w) is finished 
and the two intervals are replaced by their union. 
(2) By returning y ~ OLD; in this case, NEXTVAL2 will be called no more with 
the arguments v and w. 
(3) By returning y ~ NEW, in this case, a new actual component is formed. The 
calls of NEXTVAL2 with the same arguments v and w can be repeated, but in the 
meantime NEXTVAL2 can be called only for arguments with DFS-numbers greater 
than DFSNUM(y). Hence, the intervals I(v) and I(w) cannot change unless 
NEXTVAL2 completes the examination of them. 
The same ar( f ) - tuple  a for some f~ F could be examined twice only if at least 
one of the intervals I(v) and I(w) would increase. This is possible only by an 
execution of statement $2 which replaces the intervals I(v) and I(w) by their union. 
Afterwards, f and ct do not fulfil (*) and, hence, they cannot be examined by 
NEXTVAL2 any more. 
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It follows that all calls of EDGES which result in a return of a vertex y # 0 need 
O(Y~f~ F card(A) at(y)) time. 
It remains to prove that zero can be returned by Procedure EDGES at most 
O(card(A)) times. Zero can be returned by statements S1, $3, or $4. Statement S1 
is executed at most once for each vertex v, since R(v)  can be changed from zero 
to DFSNUM(V) only once. Statement $3 can be executed only after statement $2, 
which replaces two disjoint intervals by their union. This can be performed at most 
card(A - B) - 1 times. Finally, statement $4 can be executed only if R(v)  = COUNT, 
i.e., if I (v )  is the component of the trap and the number of such components can 
be at most card(A-B) .  [] 
4. Minimal congruences 
An equivalence relation e c A 2 is a congruence of the algebra 92 = (A, F)  if it has 
the substitution property: 
(sP) 
for each operation f with a r ( f )=  r~> 1 and for each pair of r-tuples 
(X~,...,Xr), (Yl,---,Yr) of elements of A, if (x~,y~)~ e for all i=  1 , . . . ,  r, 
then ( f (x l , . . . ,  x , . ) , f (y t , . . . ,  y,.)) ~ e. 
Recall that equivalences are partially ordered by inclusion, and that the meet of 
an arbitrary family of congruences i a congruence. The set of all congruences of 
a given algebra can be viewed as a closure system (A 2, c~) in which the least element 
is the trivial congruence A ={(x, x) Jx .~A}.  Our aim is to construct minimal con- 
gruences distinct from A. 
Because of the symmetry and the reflexivity of congruences, we associate with 
every congruence  ~ c~ the set {{x, y} Jx  # y & (x, y) ~ e}. Hence, the closure system 
(A 2, c~) can be restricted to the set P(A)  of all unordered pairs of distinct elements 
of A. In the present sequel, we shall deal with the restricted closure system (P (A) ,  ~") .  
We shall construct he trap of the graph G(C~'). 
The substitution property (SP) can be weakened as follows: 
(sP') 
for each operation f~ F with ar( f )  = r~ > 1, for each r-tuple (xl, • •. ,  x,) of 
elements of A, for each y ~ A and for each i ~ {1 , . . . ,  r}, if (xi, y) ~ e, then, 
( f (x , ,  . . . , x , . ) , f (x , ,  . . . , x i - , ,  y ,  x i+, ,  . . . , x,.) ) 6 e. 
It is clear that the set of all congruences of an algebra 9A = (A, F)  will remain 
unchanged if we delete from F all nullary operations, and if we replace each r-ary 
operation f with r > 1 by the r- card(A) "-~ unary operations obtained by fixing r -  1 
entries o f f  
For the resulting unary algebra the substitution property (SP) has the following 
form: 
(SP") for each f~ F and for each a, b ~ A if (a, b) e e, then, ( f (a ) , f (b ) )  ~ e. 
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It follows that the algorithm constructing minimal congruences can deal either 
directly with the original algebra or with the corresponding unary algebra. The latter 
method is simpler although it needs additional memory for the unary algebra. The 
order of the time bound is the same in both cases. Therefore, we shall restrict 
ourselves to unary algebras only. The generalization to the general case is easy, the 
only change concerns the procedure S-EDGE described below. 
Let us return to the graph G(C¢'). Its vertex set is the set P(A) of all unordered 
pairs of distinct elements of A. There is an edge from a vertex v = {a, b} to a vertex 
w = {c, d} iff every congruence containing (a, b) also contains (c, d). 
We shall describe a Procedure EDGEC and prove that Algorithm TRAP together 
with this procedure constructs all sets S ~ P(A)  which are in a one-to-one correspon- 
dence with the minimal congruences of the algebra 9~ = (A, F). 
We shall distinguish two types of edges: 
(1) An edge from v ={a, b} to w ={c, d} will be called an S-edge if the existence 
of this edge directly follows from the substitution property (SP'), i.e. (in the case 
of unary algebras), if there is an f~ F such that {c, d} = {f(a) , f (b)}.  
(2) The remaining edges will be called T-edges. 
The algorithm constructing minimal congruences i based on the following two 
lemmas, which are easy to prove. 
Lemma 4.1. Given an algebra (A, F) (no necessary unary), let ~ ~ A 2 be a relation 
satisfying the substitution property (SP'). Then the least equivalence  containing 8 
(called the equivalence closure of S) is a congruence. 
Lemma 4.2. Let e and ~ be two equivalences on A with e ~_ & Then e = 8 iff both e 
and ~ have the same number of non-singleton classes and the same number of elements 
of the union of all non-singleton classes. 
Before we give a detailed description of Procedure EDGEC, let us briefly describe 
the main ideas. 
For a given vertex v, we first try to generate an S-edge. If there is one, its endpoint 
is returned by Procedure EDG~C. If all S-edges starting in the vertex v have already 
been examined (and their endpoints returned by EDGEC) and if v is not a border 
vertex (i.e., if LOWLINK(V) < DFSNUM(V)), then EDGEC returns zero. If  v is a border 
vertex, then the actual component C, considered as a set of unordered pairs, 
represents a symmetric relation satisfying the substitution property. The set of all 
pairs is tested for transitivity. If it is transitive, it represents a congruence. In this 
case, EDGEC returns zero and Algorithm TRAP will write out the actual component. 
I f  the actual component is not transitive, there is a T-edge from C to some unordered 
pair (i.e., a vertex) which does not belong to C. This vertex is returned by Procedure 
EDGEC. 
The transitivity is tested as follows: For the actual component C we construct 
the set BAsE(C)={a~AI{a ,b}~C for some b~A} and a system COMP(C) of 
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connected components of the undirected graph with the vertex set BASE(C) and 
with the edge set C. This can be done in O(card(C)) time using depth-first-search. 
The system CoMa(C) contains all non-singleton equivalence classes of the least 
equivalence containing C. 
Put C*={{a,b}la, b~X for some X~CoMP(C)}.  Note that Cc_C* and if 
C = C*, then C is transitive. Thus, the test of transitivity can be easily performed 
by the examination of all pairs of C*. I f  the test is negative, a pair from C* - C 
will be returned by Procedure EDGEC as an endpoint of a T-edge. Notice that the 
set C* will not be constructed explicitly. 
However, if a T-edge is discovered, the former actual component C can become 
a part of a new, larger actual component with the same transitive closure. Also, a 
new actual component C1 disjoint with C can be formed such that CI* = C*. In 
both cases it is necessary to prevent a repeated computation of the same sets BASE(C) 
and CoMa(C). For this purpose we use Lemma 4.2 to recognize whether Cl* = C*. 
The details will be explained in the proof of correctness. 
To simplify the description of Procedure EDGEC, we shall introduce two other 
procedures, S-EDGE and NEXTPAIR. 
The function procedure S-EDGE has one input parameter, a vertex v. It returns 
either an endpoint of an S-edge with startpoint v or zero, which means that endpoints 
of all S-edges with the startpoint v have already been returned. More precisely, for 
every startpoint v = {a, b} the procedure takes a (unary) operation which has not 
yet been used for {a, b}. If f (a) #f (b ) ,  it returns the pair {f(a),f(b)} as an endpoint 
of an S-edge, otherwise it tries another operation. The procedure can easily be 
implemented in such a way that the total time needed for production of all endpoints 
of all S-edges in a unary algebra is O(card(A) 2. card(F)).  
The function procedure NEXTPAIR has two input parameters: the system of subsets 
R2=CoMP(C)  and a logical parameter START. If START=true, it is changed to 
false and the procedure NEXTPAIR returns the first unordered pair of distinct elements 
of the first set contained in R2. If START = false, the procedure returns either the 
next pair from C or zero, in case all pairs from C have already been returned. The 
procedure can easily be implemented so that each call costs a time bounded by a 
constant. 
Procedure EDGEC(V); begin 
comment Before the first execution of Procedure EDGEC the 
following variables must be initialized as follows: 
p2:= q2:=t:= 0; 
y :----- S-EDGE(I;); 
i f  y ~ 0 then return y; 
CI:  if LOWLINI<(V) < DFSNUM(V) then return 0; 
C2: if DFSNUM(V)> t then begin 
C3: form the actual component C, construct B1 := BASE(C) 
and R1 := CoMe(C) and compute numbers 
pl := card(B1) and ql := card(R1); 
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C4: 
C5: 
C6: 
C7: 
if t < BO-lq'OM or p l  ~ p2 or ql  ~ q2 then 
begin 
comment The new equivalence represented by RI, p l ,  ql is either 
finer than or disjoint with the former equivalence represented by 
R2, p2, q2, 
R2 :=R1;p2:=p l ;q2 :=q l ;  
START := true 
end; 
t:  = DFSNUM(t)) 
end; 
W :-~ NEXTPAIR(R2, START) 
return w 
end; 
Theorem 4.3. Algorithm TRAP with Procedure EDGEC will construct all components 
of the trap of the graph G(¢¢ ') in O(card(A) 2. card(F))  time for unary algebras, and 
in O(~',:~ F card(A) ar(:)+l ) time for general algebras. 
Proof. We first prove by induction that all edges the endpoints of which are produced 
by Procedure EDGEC belong to the graph G(~') .  The correctness of Algorithm TRAP 
with Procedure EDGEC will then follow from Lemma 1.2. 
It is clear that S-edges produced by Procedure S-EDGE belong to G(~') .  So the 
induction will concern statements C2 and C7 only. 
If statement C2 is to be executed, then v is the border vertex of the actual 
component C which represents a relation fulfilling the substitution property. At the 
same time, t is either zero or the DFS-number of the border vertex of the last 
component D for which all statements C3, C4, and C6 have been executed. If t = 0, 
these statements have not been executed yet and hence C is the first component 
fulfilling the substitution property. In this case the if-conditions in the statements 
C2, C4 hold and the statements C3, C4, C5, C6 will be executed. 
If DFSNUM V~< t, then D~_ C and so D*c  C*. It follows from Lemma 4.1 that 
both D* and C* represent congruences. Since there is a trivial path from D to C, 
we have C ~ D* (see the definition of G(~') ) .  Hence, D ~ C _ D* = C*. Therefore, 
procedure NEXTPAIR continues with the examination of all pairs from D*. 
If DFSNUM(V)> t and t<BOTTOM, then the former component D belongs to 
OLD, SO C n D* = 0 and COMr,(C) must be formed and an examination of C* must 
be started. 
If DFSNUM(V)> t and t~ > Bo'r'roM, then there is, by Lemma 2.2, a path from 
VERTEX(t) e D tO v ~ C. Hence, C* _ D* and we use Lemma 4.2 to decide whether 
C* = D*. If so, the examination of D* is continued. If not, then the examination 
of C* is started. Note that, since for all xeD--{VERTEX(t)}, LOWLINK(X)< 
DFSNUM(X), we have C c~ D = 0 in this case. 
It follows that procedure NEXTFAm can produce pairs from C* only, where C 
is the actual component. All such pairs are endpoints of T-edges of G(cC). If 
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procedure NEXTPAIR produces zero; then all pairs from C* have been examined 
and C = C*, i.e., C represents a congruence and there is no edge of G(c¢') going 
outside of C. Hence, by Lemma 1.2, the correctness of the algorithm is proved. 
It remains to prove the time bound. According to Lemma 2.1 we have to prove 
the bound of the time spent by Procedure EDGEC. The procedure produces a zero 
O(card(A) 2) times (for each vertex once) and an endpoint of an S-edge at most 
O(~,f~Fcard(A) ar(f)÷l) times. Moreover, it can return endpoints of T-edges. We 
shall prove that the total time spent by computing T-edges, i.e., the time spent by 
statements C2 and C7, is at most O(card(A)2). 
From the if-condition in statement C1 it follows that each execution of C3 and 
C6 increases the variable t above DFS-numbers of all vertices from the component 
previously processed by C3. Hence, by the if-condition in statement C2, all com- 
ponents processed by statement C3 are pairwise disjoint, and each of them is 
processed only once. Since one execution of C3 costs O(card(C)) time, the total 
time spent by statements C3, C4, and C6 is at most O(card(A)2). 
Finally, we shall show that the number of executions of statements C7 is at most 
O(card(A)2). A vertex belonging to OLD can be produced by procedure NEXTPAm 
at most once during one execution of statement T2 of Algorithm TRAP, i.e., at most 
O(card(A) 2) time altogether. 
If a vertex from NEW is produced, it is immediately deleted from the set NEW. 
Further, if y ~ V-  (OLD k.; NEW) is produced by procedure NEXTPAIR, then y s C*, 
where C is the actual component. At the same time, y ~ D* for any set of pairs 
D*~ C* which represents a congruence (otherwise, C would be accessible from 
y ~ D* and C* = D*). Also, due to the if-conditions in C2 and C4, no sets of pairs 
C* can be examined by NEXTPAIR twice. It follows that a vertex y e V-OLD can 
be produced by NEXTPAIR at most twice, once in NEW and once in V -  (OLD u NEW). 
Thus, the number of executions of statement C7 is bounded by O(card(A)2), which 
concludes the proof of Theorem 4.3. [] 
Corollary 4.4. There is an algorithm deciding whether an algebra is subdirectly irreduc- 
ible or simple, with the time bound O(card(A) 2- card(F)) for unary algebras, and 
O (~'~f~ F card(A) a~f)+l) for general algebras. 
ProoL A finite algebra is subdirectly irreducible iff it has only one minimal nontrivial 
congruence (see [2,7]). An algebra 92= (A, F)  is simple iff the only minimal 
nontrivial congruence is e = A 2. Having constructed minimal nontrivial congruences, 
it is easy to check these conditions. [] 
Remark. The foregoing result improves that of [4]. As a corollary we derive that 
for sequential automata we can find the minimal congruences and decide about 
subdirect irreducibility or simplicity in O(m- n 2) time, where n is the number of 
states and m the size of the input alphabet. 
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As a consequence of ot~r theorem, we are able to improve some results of Atkinson 
and some results of Hoffmann [8, p. 113]~minimal sets of imprimitivity of permuta- 
tion groups can be found in O(k.  n 2) steps where k is the number of the given 
generators, and n the size of the underlying set. 
5. Ideals 
Ideals are usually studied in groupoids, semigroups, rings, lattices, etc. These 
notions can be viewed as special cases of a more general notion of a @-ideal. 
First, let us recall the definition of polynomials (see [7]). Let 92 = (A, F )  be an 
algebra. 
(1) Each mapping 1r: A r ~ A defined by 1r(x~,.. . ,  xr) = Xk for a fixed k, 1 <~ k ~< r, 
is an r-ary polynomial. 
(2) If ~ , . . . ,  ~o k are polynomials of the same arity r andf~ F is a k-ary operation, 
then the mapping f (  ~p~,..., ~k) : A r -~ A is an r-ary polynomial. 
(3) Each polynomial can be obtained from (1) and (2) in a finite number of steps. 
Let q0 be a finite set of pairs (~, S) where ¢ is an r-ary polynomial and S is a 
subset of { 1 , . . . ,  r}. A @-ideal of an algebra 92 = (A, F )  is a subset B _~ A such that 
for every (¢, S) e @, if xi ~ B for all i ~ S, then ~p(xl, . . . ,  Xr) ~ B. 
Note that @-ideals are partially ordered by inclusion and that an intersection of 
@-ideals is a @-ideal. The intersection of all ~-ideals is nonempty if[ there is a 
(~, S)e  qb with ar(tp) = 0. All @-ideals of a given algebra form a closure system; 
we are interested in finding its minimal nontrivial objects. 
Examples o f  ~-ideals 
1. In groupoids and semigroup (with one binary operation f )  put ~ ={(f, {1})}, 
~2 = {(f, {2})}, ~3 = ~ u ~2. Then ~l- ideals are the left ideals, ~2-ideals are the 
right ideals, and ~3-ideals are the two-sided ideals. 
2. Two-sided ideals in rings are ~-ideals for • = {(+, {1, 2}), ( . ,  {1}), ( -, {2}), (0, 0)}. 
3. Normal subgroups of a group are ~-ideals for • = {(fl, {1, 2}), (f2, {2}), (1, 0)}, 
where f~(x, y)  = xy -1 and f2(x, y) = xyx -I. 
For a given algebra 92 = (A, F ) and a given ~, one can easily construct an algebra 
~(92) = (A, F ' ) ,  all subalgebras of which are in a one-to-one correspondence with 
the ~-ideals of 92: For each pair (~o. S )s  • where ar(q~)= r and card(S)= s we 
have an s-ary operation in F '  obtained by fixing r - s  entries in ~o, the number of 
which is card(A) r-s. 
Theorem 5.1. Al l  minimal ~-ideals o f  an algebra can be constructed in 
O(~'.(.,s)~ ,card(A) ar(~)) time. 
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Proof. We can apply Algorithm TRAP with Procedure EDGES on the algebra ~(gA). 
Alternatively, the procedure can be done which deals directly with the original 
algebra nd acts as EDGES on t~(~[). [] 
Corollary 5.2. All minimal nontrivial congruences of a finite group can be constructed 
in O(card(A) 2) time. 
Proof. There is a lattice isomorphism between congruences and normal subgroups 
of a group. Normal subgroups are ~-ideals (see examples above). Minimal normal 
subgroups can be constructed in O(card(A) 2) time. Minimal congruences can be 
obtained from them in the same time. [] 
Corollary 5.3. Minimal nontrivial congruences of a finite ring can be constructed in
O(card(A) 2) time. 
Proof. There is a lattice isomorphism between congruences and two-sided ideals. 
The rest follows from the same reasonings as above. [] 
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